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Why Winkler

Winkler Fabric Structure Benefits

Large savings vs traditional buildings 

15-20 degrees cooler in summer

15-20 degrees warmer in winter

83% natural daylight transferred through the white cover

15 year warranty

Cover designed to last 20+ years

Relocate or extend to meet specific needs

Maintenance free

Winkler Structures’ equestrian structures 

provide a riding environment that is second 

to none. With a variety of standard styles and 

cusomization options, you will be sure to find 

the perfect structure for your needs.

Allow your horses to experience a more 

enjoyable environment with the bright, airy, 

and open atmosphere. 

Experience cost-efficiency with natural 

lighting, which can provide you savings of up 

to 80% in energy costs.
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“At 228 feet long and 100 feet wide, it offered 

the room required for Hunter Jumpers, 

Dressage, Barrel Racing and large Clinics.  We 

even have two boarders who drive horse drawn 

carriages inside the arena in preparation for 

competitions.  Our new riding arena has far 

surpassed our expectations.  We are thrilled 

with our choice of a Winkler Structure!”

What Our Customers 
Are Saying

Options
Winkler Structures has the ability to customize almost anything on your structure. If you don’t see what 
you’re looking for in the list below, just ask; there is a good chance Winkler Structures can make it happen.

 � Vent kits 

 � Ridge vents kits

 � Eave kits

 � Curtain systems

 � Door systems 

 � Steel roll up doors

 � Chain hoist doors

 � Accutrack doors

 � Cable doors

 � Full, half-moon or custom end walls

 � Numerous base plate styles

 � Truss end covers

 � Sliding vent frame

 � Drip edge addition

 � Mesh vents

 � Extending end walls 

 � Insulation packages

 � Hanging loads

Roll up doors Accutrack doors

Chain hoist doors Cable doors

Foundation Options

 � Concrete pad

 � Freestanding

 �Wood walls

 � Steel walls

 � Precast concrete 
blocks

 � Precast concrete walls

 � Concrete piles

 � Screw piles

 � Ground anchors

 � Ground stakes

 � Shipping containers
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42’ - 67’50’ - 120’14’ - 42’
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Our structures are made with Gatorshield 
Galvanized Steel, with superior, triple-layer rust and 
corrosion resistant product protection.

Our 12 oz. fabric covers offer rip, puncture, and tear 
resistance, and are virtually maintenance free. With 
the option of fire retardant material; our covers last for 
decades.

Layers of Protection Superior Coverage
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Ask how a Winkler Structure can be 
built alongside existing barns and 
extend your existing facility.



Box 1268 
Hwy 14 and Greenfarm Rd 
Winkler, MB  R6W 4B3 
Canada

tf 1.800.852.2638 
p 1.204.325.9548 
f   1.204.325.5434 
e info@winklerstructures.com
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